Essay Writing Service
I present to you 3 examples of students' answers, each of which was commented by IELTS
examiners. The material is taken from the workshop "Assessing Writing and Speaking", conducted
by Anthony Green, ILTA Vice-President, in Kiev 09-19.09.2015 (ILTA International Language
Testing Association).
Example 1
F-Txt
Comment on example 1.
comment-F
Conclusions from example 1.
When writing an IELTS essay, you must:
• adhere to the established number of words 250, not less;
• unequivocally state the idea in the whole essay, logically build the answer;
• to connect ideas with each other with the help of words;
• use a variety of vocabulary;
• choose the right words and phrases;
• avoid grammatical and punctual errors;
• use complex sentences.
Example 2
G-Txtx-1
G-Txt-2
Comment on example 2.
comment-G
Conclusions from example 2.
In IELTS Writing you should:
to rephrase the words of the theme in the introduction, not to rewrite the theme of the essay word
for word in the introductory part to use synonyms, but leave the meaning as in the task;
write conclusions (2-3 sentences), which will summarize the main idea of the essay;
clearly structure the text, which will help the reader to quickly focus on the arguments proposed by
you;
use words-bundles deliberately in order to create an answer as a whole;

Accurately select vocabulary, idiomatic expressions.

Example 3
H-txt-1
H-text-2

Comment on example 3.

comment-H
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Conclusions from example 3.
Writing IELTS Essay requires:
unambiguous statements of views on the topic;
reinforce their opinions based on the skillful use of connecting elements;
fluency in the vocabulary of a given topic, in particular, word formation;
strong knowledge of syntax the rules of combining words into phrases and sentences.

Words to pages
In the beginning was the word ...
What is considered a word? If “run” is a verb, then is it a separate word “run”? What about different
forms - “ran”, “runs”, “running”? Or words derived from the same root, for example, “runner”,
“runnable”, “runaway”? How to count how many words are in English and do compound words, for
example, “man-o’-war”, “man-hour”, “man of God”, count as one word or several?
Another problem: what is English? The word veal, borrowed from French in the 14th century, looks
quite English. Slightly less - “spaghetti”, which came from Italian in the 19th century. What about
the Vietnamese pho soup, which has become popular just now? Or the Chinese dish "dim sum"? Or
words that are used in the Singaporean dialect of English?
Words to pages online
Moreover, the question itself, how many words are in English, is not quite correct, since it is based
on the assumptions that words are objects that someone creates and which are stored in dictionaries.
Both of these prerequisites are wrong. Words that exist only in oral speech, but not in print, do not
fall into the dictionaries.

